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Mutual respect and responsible behaviour are vital in a successful learning community. At Clapham
Primary Behaviour Support is a responsibility of the entire school community. We are committed to
developing a school culture which values cultural diversity, individual and group accountability and
respect for all. Our teaching focus is to empower students to make responsible and safe choices for
themselves and others and build knowledge and skills which will lead to each child contributing as
an effective citizen in the community.
Clapham Primary expects that all students will achieve academic success and social and emotional
wellbeing at school. Our key goal is inclusion and we aim to foster a positive, safe and supportive
learning environment based on our values of:
 Respect
 Responsibility
 Cooperation
Students at Clapham Primary are at different stages on the learning continuum and reflect a
diversity of needs and abilities. Some students may be just beginning to understand the concept of
responsibility while others have developed a clear understanding and are able to make responsible
choices. Understanding what is behind the behaviour and the relationship between teacher and
student is the basis for all behaviour support.
Clapham Primary Behaviour Support Policy embodies the principles of the Department for
Education supporting the safe inclusion of children in public education. These principles include:





Behaviour has a purpose, so we will build on student’s strengths to meet that purpose in a safe,
respectful and productive way.
Behaviour arises within the context of a child’s life. We will recognise the influence the
environmental, social, family and personal factors that shape their behaviour.
Behaviour is learnt over time, so we will support students to learn and practice new behaviours
over time.
Communities, families, peers and professionals are our key partners in supporting behavioural
change.

Clapham Primary actively promotes positive language and approaches and our behaviour support
strategies are purposeful and directed at achieving the core functions of:
Promoting and support socially acceptable and positive behaviour
Explicitly teaching positive behaviour and behaviour expectations
Preventing, reducing or redirecting unsafe / unproductive behaviours
Working with parents, families, communities and professionals to understand how behaviour
has emerged for a child/young person and develop strategies to change behaviour
5. Providing visible, fair and equitable responses to behaviour that foster trust and confidence in
the school community
6. Repairing and restoring relationships that have been harmed by problematic behaviour
7. Establishing safety and wellbeing for people involved in behaviour incidents
1.
2.
3.
4.

Behaviour Support Strategies
Essential Skills for Classroom Management

Restorative Practices
Restorative Practices help build capacity to enable students to self-regulate behaviour and to
restore relationships. Restorative Practices focus on accountability, healing and needs as outlined
in our Student Reflection Sheet (see Appendix)
1. What happened?
2. Who has been affected? How?
3. What needs to be done to put things right?

Habits of Mind
Habits of Mind is knowing how to behave intelligently when you DON'T know the answer. It means
having a disposition toward behaving intelligently when confronted with problems, the answers to
which are not immediately known. (see Appendix)

‘High 5’ Problem-Solving Skills
Students are explicitly taught the High 5 to develop appropriate problem-solving skills when faced
with conflict situations. (see Appendix)

Interoception
Interoception is a sense that allows students to tune in and notice internal body signals like a
rumbling stomach, racing heart, tense muscles or full bladder. When students notice these body
signals they can use them as clues to regulate their emotions. When children have not yet developed
interoception skills they will struggle with not only their own emotions but with social interactions.

Whilst the focus is on proactive and preventative whole school approaches, certain types of behaviour are unacceptable and responses may include a variety
of consequences.
MINOR

MODERATE

MAJOR

Behaviours that do not seriously harm others; do not
violate the rights of others in a serious way; are not a
pattern of problem behaviour; do not require
involvement of Leadership or support personnel.

Behaviours that violate the rights of others; are not in
keeping with school rules or Code of Conduct.

Behaviours that significantly violate the rights of
others; put others or self at risk of harm; require the
involvement of Leadership.

Classroom:






Not following adult instructions
Not completing class work due to disruptive
behaviour (talking)
Calling out/interrupting others
Rudeness – back chatting
Arriving late for class









Repeated minor behaviours
Verbal harassment and teasing (name-calling)
Exclusion of others
Offensive language or gestures
Damage to own or others property
Inappropriate behaviour during off-site activities
Physical assault - minor







Yard:








Not following adult instructions
Littering
Playing in out-of-bounds areas
Not wearing hat
Poor sportsmanship
Playing inappropriately
Not following rules for equipment use

Teacher deals with student/s initially – use
consequence logically connected to behaviour eg:
littering – pick up litter; time in/aside; apology; sit
out; time out for work completion

Repeated moderate behaviours
Endangering self and others
Bullying – all types
Fighting
Misuse of or deliberate damage to school
resources/equipment
Leaving school grounds without permission
Use of illegal substances on school grounds
Unlawful conduct (vandalism; theft)
Truancy
Physical assault - major

ACTION
Teacher supports student/s initially – Time in/Aside;
Supported Exit
Record on Classroom Behaviour Incident (Pink)
Record OR Yard Behaviour Incident Record (Orange).
Parents/Caregivers contacted or notified if student
exited from class or yard.

ACTION







ACTION
Teacher supports student/s initially. Leadership
notified.
Consequences may involve student having time out in
office, alternate program/timetable, loss of privilege
(no participation in extra-curricular/off-site activities),
restitution, Take Home.
Parents/caregivers contacted.
Behaviour plan negotiated with student, teacher,
parents, leadership and support personnel.
Suspension OR Exclusion.

CLASSROOM EXIT STRATEGY
CLASSROOM STRATEGIES &
BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT SYSTEMS
10 Essential Skills for Classroom Management

Student non-compliant

INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
Not following school/class Code of Conduct
Interfering with learning of others

REMINDER OF RULES
Student non-compliant

FORMAL WARNING
Explicit verbal warning
Refer to A/B Choice

Student non-compliant

CLASS TIME IN / ASIDE
5 – 10 minute max
Time to think/regroup/calm down

Student non-compliant

EXIT TO SUPPORT CLASS
With work as appropriate
Student out for the remainder of the lesson
At the end of the lesson student is sent back to their class teacher to
discuss incident and ask permission to return
Record on EDSAS and parent contacted

Student non-compliant

EXIT TO OFFICE
With work unless otherwise arranged
Record on EDSAS and parent contacted

Student non-compliant

SCHOOL LEVEL CONSEQUENCES

YARD EXIT STRATEGY
INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
REMINDER OF RULES
Endangering the safety of others

Student non-compliant

FORMAL WARNING
Explicit verbal warning
Refer to A/B Choice

Student non-compliant

TIME OUT
Students sits on ‘time out spot’ or walks with duty teacher
(5 – 10 minute max)
Time to think/regroup/calm down

Student non-compliant

EXIT TO OFFICE
Immediate exit from playground
Record on EDSAS and parent contacted
If a crisis situation occurs, remove other students from the area
and call for Leadership to support the student at risk.

RESTRICTED PLAY
Student may only play in a designated area OR play at alternative times
separate from other students.
All staff are informed of arrangements.

SCHOOL LEVEL CONSEQUENCES

SCHOOL EXIT STRATEGY
PERSISTENT
DISRUPTIVE
BEHAVIOUR
Not following school/class
Code of Conduct
Interfering with the learning
of others.

UNSAFE
BEHAVIOUR
Endangering the safety of
self or others.

EXIT TO OFFICE
If a crisis situation occurs, remove the class and call for
Leadership to support the student at risk.

Student non-compliant or endangering the safety of others.

INTERNAL SUSPENSION
Student remains at school but follows an
alternative timetable/program
(completes work outside of the classroom and
has different
recess and lunch breaks).

TAKE HOME
Parents/Caregivers are contacted and asked
to collect child to take home for the
remainder of the school day.

SUSPENSION
Student suspended for a period of between 1 – 5 days at
Principal’s discretion.

EXCLUSION
Student excluded from attending the school for a period
of up to 10 weeks.

EXPULSION
Student excluded from attending any DfE school.

APPENDIX






Inappropriate Behaviour Incident Report & Student reflection Sheet (Completed by Leadership and
student. Communication sent to parents)
Behaviour Incident Records for yard and class (Completed by staff. Entered on EDSAS)
Habits of Mind
High 5
Department for Education codes for behaviour incidents

STUDENT REFLECTION SHEET
Students are supported to complete this self-reflection sheet as part of our Restorative Justice process.
Explain what happened?











What could you do next time to change this situation:
listen and follow instructions accurately
start my learning task straight away
show respect
be patient and tolerant
ignore and move away
be inclusive
consider other people’s safety and wellbeing
treat school property and other people’s belongings with care

How have others been affected by what you did?

To ensure I keep my thinking above the line, the Habits of Mind that I need to use are:

BEHAVIOUR

DETAILS

VIOLENCE –
THREATENED OR
ACTUAL
500 Threatened
Violence –
Threatening gestures
501 Threatened
Violence – Verbal or
written threats

600 Threatened
Violence using a
weapon – Threatening
gestures, using a
weapon
601 Threatened
Violence using a
weapon – Verbal or
written threats

THEATENED
GOOD ORDER

THREATENED
SAFETY OR
WELLBEING

202 Not following
school behaviour code
– Not completing a
consequence
203 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Defiant manner of
questioning
204 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Non-compliance with
reasonable
instructions
205 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Missing class

200 Not following
school behaviour code
– Out of bounds

700 Physical
Assault/Major – Of a
staff member

206 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Misuse of property

701 Physical
Assault/Major – A
student

653 Sexual Behaviour
- Problematic

ACTED ILLEGALY

INTERFERRED
WITH RIGHTS OF
OTHERS

PERSISTENT AND
WILFUL
INATTENTION

250 Theft

101 Distracting others
– Anti-social
Behaviour

100 Distracting others
– Noises

201 Not following
school behaviour code
– Leaving the school
grounds

650 Sexual Behaviour
– Assault – Of a staff
member

105 Distracting others
– Unwanted touching

102 Distracting others
– Off-task behaviour

207 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Verbal Abuse towards
– A staff member

651 Sexual Behaviour
– Assault – A student

103 Distracting others
– Work avoidance

208 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Verbal Abuse towards
– A student
209 Not following
school behaviour code
–
Verbal Abuse towards
– Other
300 Bullying –
Physical

652 Sexual Behaviour
– Assault - Other

104 Distracting others
- Uncooperative

800 Property
destruction – Graffiti

106 Avoiding
completing tasks Homework

801 Property
destruction – Property
damage

107 Avoiding
completing tasks – In
class

BEHAVIOUR

VIOLENCE –
THREATENED OR
ACTUAL

THEATENED
GOOD ORDER

THREATENED
SAFETY OR
WELLBEING

ACTED ILLEGALY

702 Physical
Assault/Major – Other

301 Bullying – Verbal
or written

802 Property
destruction –
Vandalism

710 Physical
Assault/Minor – Of a
staff member
711 Physical
Assault/Minor – A
student

302 Bullying – Cyber

803 Property
destruction – Arson

400 Harassment –
Sexual

712 Physical
Assault/Minor – Other
720 Actual Violence
using a weapon –
Furniture
721 Actual Violence
using a weapon –
Environmental ie: a
stick

401 Harassment –
Racial
402 Harassment –
Homophobic

810 Cyber Crime –
Posting of
images/Video without
permission eg: Sexting
811 Cyber Crime –
Impersonation
812 Cyber Crime –
Intimidation/Blackmail

403 Harassment –
Religious

813 Cyber Crime –
Defamation eg: on
social networking sites

722 Actual Violence
using a weapon –
Knife, etc

404 Harassment –
Disability

900 Illicit/Illegal Drugs
– Possession
901 Illicit/Illegal Drugs
– Use of
902 Illicit/Illegal Drugs
– Distribution
903 Illicit/Illegal Drugs
– Smoking

INTERFERRED
WITH RIGHTS OF
OTHERS

PERSISTENT AND
WILFUL
INATTENTION
108 Avoiding
completing tasks –
Not attending to
instruction

